
 

 

 

According to the General Data Protection Regulation, you are kindly requested to read carefully the 

below mentioned 

DATA PROTECTION STATEMENT 

Your personal data is very important to us; therefore, we respect your privacy and we try to apply all 

the necessary measures to protect it according to the General Data Protection Regulation. 

I. Which Data We Collect 

A) Existing customers: we collect personal data, such as: identification data, date of birth, social 

security number, family status, proof of telephone communication, proof of your bank account, your 

signature receipt, proof of your address, proof of occupation and of your business address, proof of 

your tax identification number, information on your financial condition, in some cases personal data of 

the agents or your legal representatives, all these information is collected and processed in accordance 

with our existing contract and the relevant legislation. 

 

Also, we keep proof your orders origins, the recording of telephone conversations for which we have 

already obtained your relevant consent as well as compatibility and eligibility questionnaires regarding 

your investment profile, collecting data and information on a) you’re your knowledge and experience 

(with references to your past business activities), b) your investment objectives, your risk profile and 

your tolerance for possible losses, c) your financial status and your ability to deal with against 

potential economic losses because of your investment. 

 

Furthermore, we collect evidence regarding the sources of your funds in the context of anti-money 

laundering legislation, such as deeds as well as any additional document that you provide us and 

contain your personal data. 

 

B) If you are not a customer, but you receive our news, then we have some basic information on you 

such as your email address and possibly your name, surname and phone number. 

 

II. Purposes of Processing 

We keep your contact information in order to communicate with you and inform you about specific 

issues as required either by law or by our contractual agreement as well as to promote products and 

services of your interest. Your personal data is preserved as long as we keep our commercial relation, 

after the end of which it will be further preserved as per law requirements.  

 

III. Data Transfer to Third Parties 

If you are our customers, your information may be transferred to third-parties and to the public 

authorities, more specifically we may transfer your data to third parties such as to different Interbank 

Transaction Systems, to the Capital Market Commission, Intermediaries, Guardians, TIRESIAS, TEKE, to 

the Authority for the Economic Crime Division as well as to any other relevant public authority in order 

to provide / receive information, to and from financial institutions and companies providing investment 



 

 

services etc. in relation with our business relationship, or any other information about your assets, your 

credit history, your performing transactions through interbank systems as well as well as market 

analyzation under existing law. 

 

IV. Your Rights 

You are kindly being informed that you retain the following rights: the right to be informed, the right 

of access, the right of rectification and erasure, the right to data portability, the right to object as 

well as the right to withdraw your consent. 

To exercise any of the aforementioned rights you may send your application/request by email at: 

privacy@euroxx.gr.   or call +30 210 68 79 400. 

Furthermore, there is always the option to "unsubscribe" and opt out from receiving further 

communication. 

The response time of your application shall be 30 business days from the day the request for access, 

rectification, erasure or opposition has been received informing you in writing of the satisfaction of 

your request or the reasons preventing the exercise of the right in question, and / or the satisfaction of 

one or more of the above-mentioned rights, in accordance with the General Data Protection 

Regulation. 

In some cases, we may not be able to satisfy your request i.e. in case that this is not in compliance 

with the law.   

In case you consider your personal data affected in any way, you may contact the Greek national Data 

Protection Authority, as follows: Website: www.dpa.gr 

However, we would anticipate to first serve any inconvenience, complaint or satisfy any of your 

requests as we are accustomed to do.  

If you wish to remove the option to receive updates or newsletters about our activities, news or even 

new products, you may do so by sending an email to: privacy@euroxx.gr . 

If you want to continue to receive relevant updates, you do not have to do anything. You will continue 

to receive our future updates and newsletters. 
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